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Introduction. Almost all the information on ocean hydrophysical fields, their
structure and spatio-temporal variability was gained from field measurements.
Direct measurement methods are absolutely favored over the indirect ones at that.
However, the most important primary parameters of marine environment
thermodynamic state (density and salinity) currently can’t be measured by in situ
direct method with the necessary accuracy, fast response and reliability due to the
absence of such measuring means. These parameters are calculated by the results
of temperature, conductivity and pressure direct measurements carried out by
traditional hydrological CTD-probes [1 – 7]. Practically unavoidable errors, which
occur during dynamic measurements of state parameters in randomly
inhomogeneous and non-stationary marine environment, are the fundamental
disadvantages of all modern CTD-probes. The disadvantages are caused by the
difference of volumes of hydrophysical field averaging carried out by sensors, their
different orientation and spacing in environment, unequal response time of
channels and their noises. These effects may be weakened partially by some means
when performing the subsequent mathematical processing of CTD-data [7]. The
problem of indirect measurement correctness in hydrophysics is not solved yet,
despite the fact that it had arose a long time ago.
Correct precision measurements of parameters of marine environment
thermodynamic state is a complex problem which includes the following
interrelated aspects: measurement principles and conditions, measurement
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techniques and graduations, sensor interaction with measurement object
(environment), the structure of hydrophysical fields under study and the objective
of research, seawater state equations, techniques of mathematical processing,
analysis and interpretation of measurement results, assessment of reconstruction
errors, etc. In randomly inhomogeneous media, including the oceanic one, it is also
a problem of dynamic measurement correctness. It should be pointed out that all
these aspects of hydrophysical measurements are studied only within the
framework of approximate mathematical models.
Let us consider a possible way of concept implementation of quasi perfect
meter of the marine environment thermodynamic state parameters on the basis of
optical-acoustic method which has no the considered disadvantages of
contemporary CTD-probes.
The basis of the method. Seawater is a complex multicomponent
thermodynamic system. When we describe its composition in a macroscopic way,
it is characterized by mass (or volume) concentration of each ai component:
m

Σ ai = 1 ,

i =1

where m is a number of components. Particularly, ai components may correspond
to concentrations of different salts, diverse impurities (including seawater
pollutants) that define its ecological characteristics. Seawater model complexity or
a number of m components under consideration depends on required accuracy and
details of its investigation as a thermodynamic system. According to the Gibbs'
phase rule, the number of independent variables (of thermodynamic degrees of
freedom), required and sufficient for complete description of l-phase and mcomponent equilibrium thermodynamic system state, is equal to k = m – l + 2. In
single-phase system (l = 1) we have k = m + 1. For pure liquids, e.g. distilled
water, m = 1, k = 2. In fact, the number of k available for direct in situ
measurements with required accuracy of seawater state parameters is limited. The
specifics of marine environment research lies in the fact that the most important
parameters of its state (density (or specific volume) and salinity) are not measured
by direct in situ methods. These parameters are calculated on the basis of other
(directly measured) ones which are functionally related to them. Currently three
(k = 3) state parameters are directly in situ measured by hydrologic CTD-probes:
temperature (Т), conductivity (χ) and hydrostatic pressure (Р). The seawater binary
model “distilled water + quasi homogeneous salt”, where m = 2, is applied in
oceanography within the framework of hypothesis of relative chemical
composition constancy.
The required environment parameters are calculated by directly measuring Т, χ,
Р on the basis of relevant equations of state. These parameters are the following:
salinity (S), density (ρ), compressibility (β), sound velocity (С), light refraction index
(n), etc. The most studied equations are ρ = ρ (T, S, P) and its modifications ρ =
= ρ (T, χ, P), S = S (T, χ, P) etc., where S = a1. Relative error of indirectly
measured state parameter determination makes up ~10–5 – 10–4. The increase of only
Т, χ, Р direct measurement accuracy will not result in increase of determination
accuracy of indirectly measured ρ and S parameters due to the error (limited
approximately at 10–5 level) of existing empirical equations of state with m = 2.
These equations don’t take into account regional peculiarities of the basin, e.g. the
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presence of hydrogen sulphide in the Black Sea. The further progress is possible
due to the complication of seawater model, i.e. the increase of m. However,
additionally to Т, χ, Р, in situ with required accuracy measurements performing by
the direct method are possible only for two more parameters: С and n (or for the
light velocity Сl). Then we will obtain k = 5, m = 4. This will result in the error
reduction of indirectly measured hydrophysical parameter calculation and
improvement of state equations. Additional information can be obtained by
consideration of С, χ, n parameter complex character and usage of their frequency
dependence on аi components which is equivalent to the increase of k and,
consequently, m. For instance, the direct measurements of ultrasonic absorption
parameter and frequency dependence С as well as the measurements of n and
optical absorption coefficient at different light wavelengths will also allow us to
increase m and to improve the parameters of state. In this case, for measurement
correctness it is desirable to carry out the compatibility of equal spatial averaging
volumes of all the initial measuring transmitters. When performing the field
investigations of marine environment as a non-equilibrium thermodynamic system,
the most important meter characteristic (along with a spatial averaging volume) is a
fast response.
T, S-analysis of water masses is extensively used in oceanology [1 – 3]. Binary
system experimental research will be effective if we measure the parameters, which
form the family of orthogonal isolines [2] at Т, S-diagram, by the direct method.
The position of some point on the diagram characterizing the seawater
thermodynamic state in the presence of measurement errors will be most the certain
in this case. An indicator of the isoline coordinate grid proximity to the orthogonal
one is the following expression:

ε = ∫∫ψ (T , S ) C (T , S )C (T , S ) dT dS ,
TS

where ψ (T, S) is a weight function; the integration is carried out in some domain
of T and S primary parameter variation. With the full orthogonality ε = 0.

Fig. 1. Isoline families: а – С, Сl, χ (Sm/m, dashed lines) at T, S-diagram; b – T, S, χ at С, Сl -diagram
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In Fig 1 the families of state parameter isolines are represented at Р = Р0 in
two coordinate systems: T, S and С, Сl (or С, n) which have one-to-one
correspondence with each other. As is evident, only С, Сl and С, n isoline systems
are the most close to orthogonal ones unlike the χ (dashed lines) specific
conductivity isolines. Accordingly, the T, S isoline system at С, Сl-diagram is also
close to the orthogonal one. This means that seawater thermodynamic state within
the framework of a binary model is determined most reliably by measurements of
light velocity (refraction index), sound velocity and hydrostatic pressure by
synchronous measurements in unified volume of environment.
The above-mentioned disadvantages of CTD-probes can be removed almost
completely in the probes with compatible primary measuring transducers [8 – 19]
where the spatial and temporal averaging functions are separated, the
measurements are synchronous, the functions of temporal averaging in the
channels are similar and the volumes of hydrophysical field averaging are equal
and combined (unified). The main advantage of compatible hydrophysical meters
in comparison with traditional CTD-systems consists in the replacement of
environment interaction with sensor substance by environment interaction with the
radiation (acoustic (ultrasonic) and optical (laser)) in unified volume of
environment, just like in parametric systems. This reduces dynamic errors that
occur during the indirect measuring of temperature, density, salinity,
compressibility and other state parameters based on direct measurements of the
sound velocity and the light velocity. This takes place due to the fact that the
velocities of light and acoustic wave propagation in the environment are high
enough in comparison with hydrophysical field evolution rate (~1cm/s, [2]). This
increases temporal resolution (fast response) of such meters and it is particularly
important when carrying out dynamic measurements [6, 16].
The advantage of the given concept of quasi-perfect hydrophysical meter
construction is the elimination of specific errors caused by spatial diversity and
orientation of sensors with different volumes of temporal and spatial averaging.
This makes correct the indirect measurements of other state parameters, based on
direct measurements of sound velocity, light velocity (refraction index) and
pressure. In this case, instead of contact (surface) marine environment interaction
with a sensor substance (e.g. thermometer) the volumetric environment interaction
with the optical and acoustic fields (which practically don’t disrupt the structure of
hydrophysical fields under study) is used. The interaction of these radiations with
the environment (continuum) takes place at the atomic and molecular levels in a
unified volume of environment and this allow us to bring closer the implementation
of conception of perfect marine environment state parameter meter.
The hardware functions of hydrophysical field spatial and temporal averaging
in such meter can be separated because the averaging takes place in different links
of measuring chain:
Hi(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, τ) = Hi(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) Hi(τ),
where Hi(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) is a weight function of xi element field spatial averaging carried
out by i sensor; ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 are the spatial shifts; τ is a temporal shift; Hi(τ) is a
weight function of temporal averaging carried out by i measuring channel. In
compatible meters Hi(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) functions for all channels should be the same.
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Equivalent meter has the smallest error and the same functions of spatial averaging
(identical spatial resolution) for all directly and indirectly measured state
parameters with fully compatible volumes of spatial averaging carried out by
sensors of directly measured parameters. This combination is best achieved in
optical-acoustic meters of marine environment thermodynamic state parameters
[12, 19]. Temporal averaging functions Hi(τ) should also be the same for all
channels and it can be easily done during the digital filtering [16].
In experimental studies of randomly inhomogeneous liquids (particularly, the
studies of marine environment as non-equilibrium thermodynamic system) the
dynamic parameter of V0 = l0 /τ0 (where l0 is an effective scale of hydrophysical
field spatial averaging performed by the sensor in the direction of probing
trajectory, this scale is determined by Hi(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) weight function; τ0 is an
effective scale of temporal averaging performed by measuring channel in unit
sample, the scale is determined by Hi(τ) function characterizing fast response, i. e.
the temporal resolution [20]. Generalized V0 parameter of hydrophysical measuring
instruments (HPMI) is an index of the dynamic properties of any HPMI (the
dimension velocity is m/s) which does not depend on operating principle and type
of measured physical quantity. It characterizes the ability of all HPMI to carry out
the correct measurements while the mobile carrier is moving [20]. Consequently,
generalized V0 parameter indicates the carrier velocity limit (relative to the
environment) at which the correctness condition of small-scale measurements is
still fulfilled. For instance, with l0 = 0.1 m and τ0 = 0.01 s we obtain V0 = 10 m/s
(∼20 knots). In the compatible optical-acoustic meter V0 dynamical parameter is the
same for all the directly and indirectly measured environment state parameters, and
this corresponds to the perfect HPMI concept.
In [6, 17] the method errors, arising from incomplete compatibility and
difference of dimensions and orientation of spatial averaging carried out by
instantaneous optical-acoustic meters of seawater state parameters, are considered
using the mathematical simulation. When analyzing the errors, yν = F (yi, yj)
linearized equations of state were used, where yν is an indirectly measured
parameter; yi, yj are directly measured parameters. In one-dimensional model of
stratified environment (e.g. during the vertical probing of hydrophysical field fine
structure) we have

Yi ( z , t ) =

∫∫∫ H i (ξ1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ) xi ( z − ξ 3 ) dξ1dξ 2 dξ 3 + ε i (t ),

where xi is the values of i physical quantity at the measuring channel input; z is a
depth; εi(t) is a self-noise of i-th measuring channel; t is a time.
Numerical modeling of the meter was carried out for equilibrium averaging of
the field in the volumes of sensors presented in the form of circular cylinders with
their different L1, L2 heights, relation of their r1, r2 radii, orientations of ϕ1, ϕ2 axes
and h spatial spacing. The errors were assessed as the differences between the
directly or indirectly measured state parameters and their model values:

δ xν (ri, rj, Li, Lj, h, ϕ1, ϕ2, z, t) = yν (yi, yj) – xν (xi, xj).
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In the perfect meter with completely compatible volumes of spatial averaging
performed by the sensors, these differences are equal to zero.
When analyzing the errors, the model field distributions over the depth in the
form of two layers under condition of hydrostatic stability were used. It is revealed
that the cause of false emissions at the indirectly measured parameter reconstructed
profiles is an incomplete compatibility of spatial averaging volume of directly
measured parameter sensors. At the same time, the characteristics of equivalent
meter spatial averaging of indirectly measured state elements will be different
depending on the fact which field parameter is calculated. Fine structure
reconstruction errors of indirectly measured parameters are critical to spatial
separation of sensor averaging volumes and they have an asymmetrical nature
relating to the boundary of layers.
Reconstruction errors of directly and indirectly measured parameters depend
on sensor orientation in the field under study. When there is an increase of the ratio
of the maximum averaging volume dimension to the minimum one, the
requirements of stabilization of sensor axis orientation also increase. When these
dimensions are commensurable, spatial averaging characteristics become closer to
the isotropic sensor characteristics and orientation requirements can be reduced.
The increase of spatial resolution of hydrophysical field meters is one of the
most important problems during the development of modern facilities of marine
environment small-scaled structure research. This problem is solved by the optimal
combination of sensor geometrical dimension reduction technique (for instance,
through the multiple signal reflection on the base) and formation of nonequilibrium spatial averaging function (a priori method) with a subsequent input
effect renewal (reconstruction) which is performed by means of corresponding
mathematical procession of meter output signal (a posteriori method). The usage of
optical and acoustic sensors with radiation focusing [18] is one of the ways of nonequilibrium spatial averaging function formation. The advantage of focusing
method consists in the possibility of effective implementation of sensor spatial
characteristic anti-noise correction in the domain of scales which are smaller than
its geometric dimensions. This is due to the fact that the noises of meter occur after
the spatial filtering (the increase of high spatial frequencies). In [6, 18] the
possibility of HPMI spatial resolution increase (which is necessary, for instance,
during the microstructure experimental research) had been studied through the
example of focusing sensor of speed of sound (made in the form of open stable
axisymmetric confocal spherical resonator) using the numerical methods.
A possible variant of measuring method implementation. Now we are to
consider Fig. 2, where the structure of optical-acoustic apparatus implementing the
above described method of liquid physical properties [12] (in particular of the
seawater) by means of simultaneous light velocity and sound velocity
measurements in the unified environment volume is shown schematically. The
apparatus contains an electronic acoustic velocity meter 1 and reciprocating
transducer 2 (made from piezoceramic, for example) with the optically mirror
sound-radiating surface 3. The transducer 2 is electrically connected with the meter
1. A unified effective volume of spatial averaging, carried out by physical field
sensor in a liquid, is denoted by position 4. At the L distance from the
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electroacoustic transducer 2 in parallel to its radiating surface 3 and coaxially to it
optically transparent sound reflector the window 6 (made, for example, from quartz
or sapphire) is mounted, and sound reflection occurs from its surface 5.
Furthermore, the apparatus comprises an optical-electronic meter 7 of light velocity
in a liquid (refraction index), e.g. a laser interferometer. Optical axis of its
actuating arm coincides with the acoustic axis of electroacoustic transducer 2. The
parameters of transducer 2 and meter 7 are selected so as to make effective cross
sections of light and sound beams equal and compatible, as well as to make their
axes coincide at the single measurement base L. In Fig. 2 an effective diameter of
beams is marked by D. The distance L forms a single base of sound velocity and
light velocity meters. The meters 1 and 7 are connected to the calculator 8
(microprocessor with an interface) where directly and indirectly measured required
parameters of the marine environment thermodynamic state are calculated in real
time. The data (required for calculation) on pressure is obtained either from the
separated pressure meter or transducer 2, according to the engineering solution
described in [13].

output

Fig. 2. Block diagram of compatible hydrophysical optical-acoustic sound and light velocity meter

The apparatus operates the following way: electronic sound velocity meter 1
(for example, pulse-cyclic or time-of-flight one) generates an electric impulse
which excites the transducer 2 (piezoelectric one, for example). It transforms
electric oscillations into mechanic ones which, propagating from its radiating
surface 3 in the volume 4 of liquid under study, reflect from surface 5 of window 6
and return to the reversible converter 2. Here the ultrasonic oscillations are
transformed back into the electric signal and get into the meter 1 where the sound
velocity measurement at the base L in the volume 4 takes place. Simultaneously,
the optical-electronic meter 7 of refractive index with specified and stable light
wave length (the Michelson optical interferometer, for instance; one of its arms is
formed by the window 6, the volume 4 of liquid under study and the surface 3 as a
mirror) radiates a light beam. It runs through the window 6, then through the
volume 4 of the liquid under study, reflects from the optically mirror surface 3 and
through the window 6 returns to the meter 7 where the determination of the
refraction index at the L base takes place. L base geometric length is stabilized by
the known methods or is directly measured (in order to eliminate mechanic and
heat effect) in the additional arm by the same laser interferometer continuously and
simultaneously during the measurements. It is also taken into account in С and Сl
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calculations [2 – 5]. According to the Хi = Хi (С, Сl, Р) expression, in the calculator
8 (along with the directly measured С and Сl parameters) the required parameters
of marine environment thermodynamic state (such as density, salinity, temperature,
conductivity, compressibility etc.) are calculated.
The advantage of the promising optical-acoustic meter is a high consistency
(validity) of measurement results caused by well “flow ability” of the combined
sensor and by its “bodiless”. We should point out the following specifics of opticalacoustic meter: the necessity of correct light source radiation wavelength selection
and the requirements for the stability of the light source radiation frequency. The
minimum of coefficient of light attenuation in the environment and its low
variability (in 0.6 – 0.65 µm area, for instance) may be the criterion for the
selection of optimal light wavelength. The requirements for radiation frequency
stability are determined by the value of (∂n/∂fl) derivative where fl is a light source
frequency. From [1, 5] it follows that for refractive index precision measurements
the relative instability of monochromatic light radiation frequency (providing by
the laser) should not exceed ∼10–6. An issue of single base L optimal dimension
selection is very important. On the one hand, it must meet the requirements for
spatial resolution and fast response necessary for the given measuring task, and on
the other, along with the optimization of С and Сl meter parameters, it must meet
the requirements for achieving the highest threshold sensitivity of both optical and
acoustic channels.
Measurement error assessments. Let us assess the errors of directly and
indirectly measured marine environment thermodynamic state parameters by the
promising compatible optical-acoustic hydrophysical meter. For this end, within
the framework of seawater binary model, we are to use the known empirical
dependences [1 – 5] which interlink the directly measured С, n, Р parameters with
the primary T, S, ρ parameters of water state:
С = С(T, S, P),

n = n(T, S, P),

ρ = ρ (T, S, Р).

From these equations we obtain the formulas for calculation of indirectly measured
parameters:
T = T(С, n, Р),

S = S(С, n, Р),

ρ = ρ (С, n, Р),

(1)

where С, n, Р are measured by compatible optical-acoustic apparatus.
Let us represent the directly measured parameters as a sum of useful signal and
instrumental noises (errors) reduced to the inputs of С, n, Р channels:
С(t) + εс(t),

n(t) + εn(t),

P(t) + εр(t).

We form a correlation matrix from these summands. Assuming С(t) = const, n(t) =
const, P(t) = const and also uncorrelated of instrumental self-noise of the channels,
we obtain (with zero time shifts) an expression for indirectly measured Хi
parameter random errors (trace of correlation matrix):
σх2 = (∂ Хi /∂ С)2σс2 + (∂ Хi /∂ n)2σn2 + (∂ Хi /∂ Р)2σр2,
(2)
where σс2, σn2, σр2 are the dispersions of εс(t), εn(t), εр(t) instrumental self-noises of
С, n, Р measuring channels.
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To assess the errors of Хi parameters (indirectly measured by optical-acoustic
meter) according to the expression (2), the approximate values of the first partial
derivatives of equation (1) determined by the [1 – 5] data for mean T, S, P values
are represented in the table.
Partial derivatives of equations (1)
Х parameter

∂ Х/∂ С

∂ Х/∂ n

∂ Х/∂ Р

Т, К

∼0.3 К⋅s/m

1⋅104 К/rel. u.

1⋅10–8 К/Pa

S, psu

0.8 psu⋅s/m

5⋅103 psu/rel. u.

0

2.7⋅10 kg/(m ⋅rel. u.)

4.4⋅10 kg/(m3⋅Pa)

ρ, kg/m

3

4

–0.07 kg⋅s/m

3

3

–7

Here is a model example. With the really reached initial random errors of
separately directly measured parameters of σс = 1⋅10–3 m/s, σn = 1⋅10–7 rel. u.,
σр = 1⋅103 Pa, according to (2), we obtain the assessment of root-mean-square
deviations (RMSD) of directly measured σТ ≈ 1⋅10–3 К temperature. We obtain
RMSD assessments for indirectly measured salinity and density in the same
way: σs ≈ 1⋅10–3 psu and σρ ≈ 1⋅10–3 kg/m3 or ∼1⋅10–3rel. u. As it can be seen,
relative errors of directly and indirectly measured parameters are commensurable,
and it is caused, mostly, by σn error effect. Therefore it is desirable to improve n
measurement channel. Such threshold sensitivity indices of compatible opticalacoustic meter are sufficient to carry out the modern hydrophysical research, in
particular in the Arctic basin where the effect of seawater desalination by river
runoff is strong.
When calculating fluctuations and errors of indirectly measured state
parameter absolute values (1), we use the arithmetic sum
dX = (∂ Х/∂ С)dC + (∂ Х/∂ n)dn + (∂ Х/∂ Р)dP,
where dC, dn, dP are deviations from the mean values or error non-excluded
systematic components of directly measured parameters. Their minimum values are
determined by standard base accuracy level.
Peculiarities of optical-acoustic meter graduation. One of modern
metrology progressive trends is reference standard base decentralization in order to
improve its quality and to maintain the uniformity of measurements. This is due to
to the fact that hydrophysical measurement accuracy requirements in oceanography
constantly increase approaching the accuracy of primary standards (for instance, in
WOCE and TOGA programs). It is possible to create (on the basis of opticalacoustic method) a special combined primary standards of light velocity Сl and
sound velocity С in transparent liquids with the reference to easily reproducible
uniform absolute bench mark – light velocity in vacuum adopted as the world
fundamental physical constant (Сvac = 299792458 m/s accurately). It should be
noted that the dimensions of these three physical quantities (С, Сl, Сvac) are the
same (m/s). The single ideal measure (light velocity in a vacuum, where the
absorption and frequency dispersion of light are absent and there is no dependence
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on temperature and pressure affecting the vessel with vacuum) automatically solves
the problem of reference standard base complete decentralization of such meters
and, from the meteorological point of view, fundamentally eliminates the obstacles
to further improvement of these hydrophysical measuring instruments.
Synchronous graduation of precision optical-acoustic meters of liquid
thermodynamic state will allow us to develop regional equations of thermodynamic
state and to revise experimentally the existing seawater state equations (including
TEOS-10 (UNESCO)) for their further clarification.
Optical-acoustic probe benefit consists in the possibility of simultaneous
calibration and graduation of all measuring channels in a pure distilled water. Pure
distilled water is rather accessible standard material, its thermodynamic
characteristics are well-studied, standardized and they can be easily reproduced
with high accuracy and validity in a decentralized way. To calibrate the existing
CTD-probes, the expensive and scarce solutions of normal seawater are required.
The parameters of these solutions can be also studied with a high accuracy by
optical-acoustic method. It is necessary to remind that distilled water is a singlephase and single-component liquid (l = 1, m = 1). Its thermodynamic state is
uniquely determined by any pair of directly measured parameters (k = 2), including
the sound and light velocities. The same applies to other pure liquids.
Conclusion. Implementation of the proposed promising optical-acoustic
method in the working hydrophysical measuring instruments, as well as the
graduation method implementation, should allow us to consider them as an
alternative to traditional hydrological CTD-probes. Moreover, it will be possible to
perform a complexation of these measuring instruments with the modern CTDsystems in order to increase the number of independent directly measured state
parameters aiming to clarify the existing state equations and to develop the regional
ones (which take into account, for instance, the concentrations of hydrogen sulfide,
methane, dispersed phase etc.). The complete usage of all useful information
contained in such correct synchronous initial data should provide (on the basis of
complexation) in situ obtaining of the best, valid, reliable and consistent assessments
of marine environment thermodynamic state parameters in a wide range of
temperatures and pressures (depths).
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